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His Way or the Highway No More
In the introduction to her book Selling is a Woman’s Game, sales trainer Nicki Joy writes that 
women are blessed with “special gifts—the gift of gab, compassion, patience, emotion, 
endurance, tolerance, versatility, and resourcefulness, just to name a few.” Ironically, these traits 
are often frowned upon in a sales environment and perceived as signs of weakness or as 
hindrances to effective transactional selling. Female associates often feel frustrated by training 
programs that take a customer-as-conquest approach to sales and find themselves going against 
their gut instincts in an attempt to adapt to what is often a male-centric sales model. 

Similarly, a female sales representative or manager may face being “left out of the loop” because 
she isn’t part of the Boys Club at the office. She may have to endure occasional verbal slights 
and minor exclusions, which can be demoralizing and cause mounting tension in the workplace.

Despite these frustrations, women today have an excellent opportunity to get ahead in sales by 
embracing their innate skills and by understanding the differences between male and female 
styles of communication. 

Speaking a New Language
In the same way that salesmen can improve their success rate by learning how women make 
buying decisions, female sales professionals can improve their career prospects by learning to 
adapt to men’s communication styles in the workplace. All too often, women try to be more 
assertive to hold their own with their male peers and managers, but instead come off as 
aggressive and pushy. To put it bluntly, you don’t have to be a bitch to be successful in sales.

Psychologist and speaker Bruce Christopher frequently conducts seminars to educate 
businesspeople on the differences between “Voice Male” and “Voice Female” communication 
styles. In his article “Why Are Men So Strange and Women So Weird?”, Christopher writes:

“Women tend to use an interpersonal style which is more historical and presented in a 
narrative fashion. Background and context are important pieces in the ‘Voice-Female.’ In 
my seminars, I tell the audience that women speak in paragraph form supported with lots 
of details, and most importantly, the bottom-line coming at the end of the story. Makes a 
lot of sense when you think about it. Where else would you put the bottom-line except at 
the end of the story. Women enjoy the suspense of working up to the bottom-line, for the 
joy is in the telling of the story.

“However, men experience this enjoyment as agitation. Because in the ‘Voice-Male,’ men 



do not speak in paragraphs, they speak in phrases. Shorter, clipped, reporting statements 
without a lot of detail and surprisingly (or maybe not) the bottom-line comes not last, but 
first. And sometimes that’s all you get! Which of course, can lead to excessive frustration 
for the female.”

You can improve your communication with your male peers by switching into “Voice Male” 
mode, when appropriate, and giving the bottom line first, then asking if they want more 
details. Notes Christopher, “Remember that when it comes to communication, delivery is 
everything. It's more of how you are saying it, than what you are saying.” Likewise, don’t 
take it personally if a male coworker or manager seems to be curt or interrupts and asks for 
the bottom line in the middle of a conversation. It’s not you, it’s him. 

Forward-thinking businesses will look to ways at modifying processes and tactics to make them 
more female-friendly. Women in sales can facilitate this transition by learning to use both male 
and female styles of communication and embracing those differences to achieve greater goals as 
a team. Likewise, saleswomen and male sales managers who work together to identify ways to 
incorporate the most effective relationship-building techniques the entire team can use often will 
resolve some of the battle-of-the-sexes tension that can surface between associates of the 
opposite gender.
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